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$24.9bn Growth in Retail Managed Funds during September Quarter 2016 
 

Overall Retail Managed Funds at the end of September totalled $791.9bn, which was up 8.3% over the past year. The September 
quarter saw funds increase 3.2% building on the 2.1% rise recorded in the June quarter on the back of positive performances being 
experienced by the underlying investment markets. Among the leading companies Macquarie (37.9%), Mercer (7.0%), Commonwealth 
/ Colonial (6.6%), Perpetual (5.5%), BT (5.4%) and AMP (4.5%) reported some of the highest annual growth rates with the rest not all 
that far behind as all major participants in the Retail market posted increases in business.  
 

Year on year Inflows were lower, down 4.5% at $161.6bn. While the main Superannuation market saw little change in Inflows, up only 
a marginal 0.7%, the two other major Retirement Income and Unit Trusts & Investment Funds sub-markets were both lower by 7.7% 
and 4.7%. The much smaller Cash Trusts and Investment Bonds markets were respectively down 20.2% and up 15.8%. 
 

Funds Under Management 
$millions Sep-16 Jun-16 Sep-15 Growth Rates 
       Qtrly Annual 

AMP 144,812 18.3% 141,154 18.4% 138,517 18.9% 2.6% 4.5% 

National Australia / MLC 107,853 13.6% 105,492 13.8% 103,887 14.2% 2.2% 3.8% 

Commonwealth / Colonial 107,739 13.6% 105,138 13.7% 101,042 13.8% 2.5% 6.6% 

BT Financial 81,247 10.3% 78,290 10.2% 77,113 10.5% 3.8% 5.4% 

Macquarie 63,172 8.0% 59,542 7.8% 45,811 6.3% 6.1% 37.9% 

ANZ Wealth 47,497 6.0% 46,633 6.1% 46,099 6.3% 1.9% 3.0% 

IOOF 33,566 4.2% 32,836 4.3% 32,544 4.5% 2.2% 3.1% 

Mercer 22,895 2.9% 21,737 2.8% 21,394 2.9% 5.3% 7.0% 

StatePlus 17,243 2.2% 16,991 2.2% 16,419 2.2% 1.5% 5.0% 

Perpetual 9,948 1.3% 9,663 1.3% 9,428 1.3% 3.0% 5.5% 

Badges 72,022 9.1% 68,956 9.0% 64,896 8.9% 4.4% 11.0% 

Others 83,880 10.6% 80,555 10.5% 74,059 10.1% 4.1% 13.3% 

Totals 791,873 100.0% 766,987 100.0% 731,207 100.0% 3.2% 8.3% 

Analysis By Market 
Superannuation & Rollovers 366,725 46.3% 358,282 46.7% 350,358 47.9% 2.4% 4.7% 

Retirement Income 200,424 25.3% 194,804 25.4% 186,874 25.6% 2.9% 7.3% 

Cash Trusts 5,814 0.7% 6,088 0.8% 6,841 0.9% -4.5% -15.0% 

Unit Trusts & Investment Funds 211,661 26.7% 200,788 26.2% 180,114 24.6% 5.4% 17.5% 

Investment Bonds 7,249 0.9% 7,025 0.9% 7,020 1.0% 3.2% 3.3% 

Totals 791,873 100.0% 766,987 100.0% 731,207 100.0% 3.2% 8.3% 
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About the Media Release 
 

The Media Release is provided by Strategic Insight, Actuaries and Researchers. Strategic Insight are specialists in providing accurate 
statistical information and analyses covering the financial services, funds management and life insurance markets. This Media 
Release is designed to give managing directors, marketing managers and other senior managers a timely and comprehensive 
overview of the performance of individual companies and the overall market.  
 
Marketer View 
 

This Marketer View Media Release considers market share from the perspective of the company which badges, distributes and/or 
directly markets the product. The Marketer View separates any badged / white labelled products from the administrator and assigns 
those funds to the actual companies that distribute and market the product.  Please note that for some products (e.g. BT Wrap) the 
actual detailed marketer splits have not been provided to Strategic Insight so instead aggregate estimates of the proportion of these 
products funds attributable to badges/marketers/originators have been made based on information provided by the respective 
administrators. We will continue where possible to endeavour to obtain detailed splits in this regard so that funds can be more 
precisely attributed to each marketer. Marketer View funds and flows will be lower than the corresponding administered figures for 
those organisations where badging is a large part of their activities (please refer to the Administrator View Media Release for further 
details of administered funds and flows).  
 

Data Collection and Estimation Techniques 
 

Data is collected from companies in the managed funds market covering funds under management, gross inflows, gross outflows, net 
inflows unit prices and investment return rates. Gross Inflows represents an indication of new business sales. Data is thoroughly 
checked and queries are raised with data providers if data is significantly different from trends or compared to other companies.  
Where inflow or outflow data is unavailable, we make estimates based on market behaviour from similar investments in compatible 
markets. When companies provide actual inflow and outflow data these replace estimates. This estimation procedure, coupled with 
our rigorous direct data collection, enables us to prepare high quality, reasonable and comprehensive data for every Manager. 
 

Disclaimer and Conditions of Use 
 

This report and material has been prepared by Strategic Insight (Asset International Australia Pty Ltd, a Strategic Insight company, ACN 
147 440 140, ABN 42 147 440 140) (“Vendor”). 
 
From September 2016, “Plan For Life, Actuaries & Researchers” will be known as “Strategic Insight, Actuaries & Researchers” as part 
of a company-wide global rebranding and growth strategy.  For our clients, the only change will be in our name and logo.  There will be 
no change to the products and services we currently provide.  The company’s legal entities in Australia will remain in place and there 
will be no change to existing agreements. 
 
Vendor has taken all reasonable care in preparing this Report and takes no responsibility for inadvertent errors and omissions, or 
those due to information received from other parties.  If any errors or omissions are found, these should be brought to our attention so 
that appropriate corrective action can be taken.  Vendor takes no responsibility for the subsequent use of the material provided. 
 
Vendor, its employees and associated persons make no recommendations, representations, warranties nor provide opinions, implied 
or otherwise about the suitability in general terms of a particular asset type or insurance and its suitability for any particular individual 
or organization.  This report is provided as an information service and is not suitable to be acted upon as life insurance advice without 
additional input from an Authorised Representative of an Australian Financial Services Licence Holder.  In particular, Vendor advises 
that in preparing this report it did not take into account the individual goals and objectives, anticipated resources, current situation, 
attitudes or other circumstances of any particular person.  In this regard any such user must consult with an appropriate Authorised 
Representative of an Australian Financial Services Licence Holder. 
  
Vendor is an Australian Financial Services Licence Holder; none of its employees and associated persons are currently Authorised 
Representatives of a Licence Holder.  Vendor is a research company.  Actuarial services are provided by and under the independent 
control of Somari Systems Pty Ltd ABN 97 006 233 923 (Simon Solomon & Associates).  No part of this publication may be 
reproduced or distributed in any form without express prior written consent from Vendor. Acknowledgement is given to APRA for cross-
reference to items appearing in its Annual and Half-annual Reports on Life Companies. 
 
Products and Services 
 

Simfund Dash Australia is an online interactive reporting and analysis tool designed to support the financial industry in its product, 
marketing, distribution, benchmarking and research efforts covering Australian superannuation and investment markets with data 
provided by Strategic Insight. It combines a web-based database with a powerful analytical application that generates professional, 
presentation-ready fund industry analysis and reports in seconds. www.simfunddash.com
 

Further Information:  
 

Daniel Morris  Senior Manager  
Email:  Daniel.Morris@strategic-i.com  
Tel:   +61 3 9886 4400 
Address: 217 Blackburn Road, Mt Waverley VIC 3149 
Website: www.strategic-i.com.au
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